ERNST THOMAS GmbH
Drop Forge and Bolt Factory

Quality connects people.
As a traditional family-run business we work in our sector with a commitment since decades. The close and cooperative connection with our customers is a big foundation for the success of our company. We deliver fast, reliable and individual as you wish - our specialties are overlength, special sizes and small quantities.

Quality helps to make technology more efficient and secure.
Our customers are in the construction industry, mechanical and apparatus engineering sector and a lot of other different sectors depend on uncompromising quality. Ernst Thomas offers you certified products in all fields. Our complex material testing and quality management ensures a 100% quality also in difficult fixing situations.

Quality and security
Ernst Thomas GmbH ist certified by DIN EN ISO 9001:2015. The auditing is done by TÜV Rheinland Cert GmbH (certificate-registration-number: 01 100 83030).

Perfect use of material
For every order we find an individual optimized combination of material and attachment technique. Special sizes and small quantities are no problem for us.

Fast and reliable delivery
Our sophisticated production- and logistic system works very efficient and delivers at maximum speed.

We produce for you:
- Hammerhead bolts
- Stone bolts
- Eye bolts
- Ring bolts
- Ring nuts
- Threaded parts
- Studs
- Tension lock nuts
- Threaded rods
- Threaded bolts
- Special screws
- Hexagon head screws
- Hexagon socket head cap screws
- Anchor parts
- Hook bolts
- Anchor bolts
- Equipment
- Anchor plates
- Anchor nuts
- Different foundations and connections
- Screws according to drawing for various applications
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